
Our Client

One of the leading dairy companies in the United Arab Emirates, takes pride in producing 

fresh and high quality dairy products. Their dedication to the health and well-being of their 

customers is unparalleled, and they have always been proactive in ensuring the quality of 

their products.
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UAE�s leading dairy ensured the health and well-being of their 
employees and customers with Oizom�s Odosense, an ideal solution 

with accurate and reliable data, allowing them to take proactive 
measures.

Oizom's Odour Monitoring Solution 
Helps a Leading Dairy in UAE Meet 
Compliance Requirements



The Challenge

The dairy company needed an odour monitoring solution for their dairy company to identify and mitigate 

the odour. They had been using air quality solutions from other suppliers for a long time, but they were 

keen to find something which would work in real time and offer them accurate data. Upon testing a Oizom 
demo unit, they found a partner that delivered exceptional service and built trust with them every step of 

the way.

Installing air quality monitoring solutions was a mandatory requirement from the Dubai Municipality, and 

the dairy company was able to meet this requirement successfully through Oizom�s Odosense. The odour 

monitoring device also provided the dairy with accurate and reliable data that enabled them to take 

proactive measures to ensure the health and well-being of their employees and customers.
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Envirozone, Oizom partner's in the UAE, worked with this popular dairy company to identify the challenges 

at their dairy farms and offer an ideal solution that would offer accurate odour data for quicker actions. 

Oizom's Odosense was the ideal solution proposed to address their odour monitoring needs. Odosense is 

an advanced odour monitoring solution that uses advanced technology to accurately detect and identify 

different types of odours in real-time. Our partner went above and beyond, offering a demo unit of Odo-

sense installed on-site for at least one month, providing the dairy company with confidence in the reliabili-
ty of the solution. Through face-to-face discussions and presentations, Oizom's team demonstrated their 

commitment to providing exceptional service. They even connected the demo unit to the Dubai Munici-

pality to ensure live data access,  ensuring compliance with local regulations.

The Solution

The Result


